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LAUDER JAVNE SCHOOL BUDAPEST TURNED 27
As always, we celebrated the birthday of  the Lauder School. This time, it was the 27th

In the elementary grades, the 1-4th graders took the limelight in the ‘The Stage is Ours’ event, putting on a show 
of  all the different things they created during the semester. We saw magic tricks, musicians, dancers and even a 
excerpt from Judit Magos’s book adapted for the stage.
Our secondary school students competed with each other in the stock exchange game and the CreActivity event. 
Elementary and secondary classes paired up to have cake, and even the founders of  the school received a nice big 
cake to celebrate. Head principal Gábor Horányi welcomed them to the school where we can celebrate year after 
year because they had had a vision in 1990.
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DRESS IN RED MITZVAH
Community mitzvah to help the Dóri Ház hospice for children

A mitzvah that has become a tradition saw all the classes of  the school come together to help.
For two weeks in February, we organized a charity collection in our school to help the children’s hospice through 
the Szemem Fénye (Apple of  Our Eye) Foundation. We sold (and bought) cakes and threw 200 forint coins into 
the collection boxes. The younger students drew posters, and posted them all over the hallways and common 
spaces to call attention to the collection.
Even the kindergarten dressed in red, and collected a lot of  donations.
As a result of  the activities, the Dress in Red! campaign collected 215 000 forints to help the sick children of  the 
Dóri Ház.
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MOSAIC DAY
We could even call it a tradition, for this is the second time we organized our Mosaic Day event

The goal of  Mosaic Day is for 
teachers to hold classes and 
workshops for students in topics that 
are not necessarily connected to the 
curriculum. It could be a hobby that 
they would love to tell the students 
about. From all the programs on 
offer, students, just like last year, 

created their own timetable, visiting classes that they were interested in.
This year saw diverse classes ranging from brain research, commercials and history to sailing, horror classics and 
even the Olympics, and students could take part in cooking, dancing or sports workshops.

ECL LANGUAGE COMPETITION IN LAUDER

On the week of  February 13th, and with the cooperation of  three schools, the first-ever national ECL-Lauder 
Hebrew language competition had its written round. The combined enthusiasm of  forty students and ten teachers 
made the event on Monday unforgettable.



VOLLEYBALL VICTORIES

For many years now, the Hungarian Volleyball Federation organizes an 
amateur competition for elementary 3-8th graders, divided into four age 
groups. Lauder has been a participant at these Budapest-based competitions 
since the very beginning.
We entered with three mini-teams this year. The boys won 4 out of  6, 
while the girls won 3 out of  6 matches. The mixed team did not win any 
matches this year, but we were happy for every point they landed.

BLESSING OF A MEZUZAH

The Shema Yisrael is a special prayer that religious Jews say every morning and evening. This prayer is written on 
a piece of  parchment and, put into a small, decorative case, is affixed on the doorpost of  every room of  a Jewish 
house. Our seventh graders placed a mezuzah on the doorpost of  their classroom, so that it would watch over “the 
house and its residents”, that is the children of  the class.

TU BISHVAT

Tu BiShvat is the New Year of  the Trees, held on the 15th day of  the month of  Shvat. 
Classes at Lauder celebrate the trees every year. It is perhaps the biggest surprise of  
our first graders, a lot of  whom have not celebrated with us before, to see fifteen 
different kinds of  fruits brought in and laid out on a platter. Especially interesting are 
fruits that the Torah mentions, such as grapes, figs, dates, pomegranates and olives. As 
always, teachers made sure that this year’s celebration would be unforgettable for our 
youngest school students.
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THE FIRST HUNGARIAN ASTRONAUT IN LAUDER
Bertalan Farkas, the first Hungarian astronaut was the guest of  our 4th graders

Bertalan Farkas held a presentation about his life, his preparation and training and his eight days spent in space. 
Children listened intently, and then asked a barrage of  questions, which he all gladly answered. At the end of  the 
presentation, every student could ask for the legendary astronaut’s autograph.

THE TEN PARTY IN FIRST GRADE
Our first graders celebrated that they now know and can add and subtract with all the numbers up to 10.

Their knowledge was tested by the 7th graders, who prepared mathematical games for them. And indeed, all 
passed with flying colors! After the job well done, they also tackled the fantastic Ten Cakes.
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THE 10TH LAUDER JAVNE FESTIVAL OF ARTS
This month saw the 10th annual Lauder Javne Festival of  Arts

When we founded our music school, it was a defined goal of  ours that students should not only get to know the 
musical proficiency of  our teachers, but also teachers and students of  other schools through mini-concerts and 
faculty meetings.
This initiative was greeted with enthusiasm by many ‘external’ music teachers as well.  
 
All of  this happened ten years ago. Since then, we organize the Lauder Javne Festival of  Arts every year, inviting 
the studious and talented students and their teachers from other music schools. These occasions serve to facilitate 
the exchange of  ideas between schools as well as the building of  connections and friendships.
 
The 10th annual Lauder Javne Festival of  Arts was held on 5 February 2017 at 10:00 A.M. in the Lauder School 
assembly hall.
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